Monitoring and control

Huntsman® is chosen by organisations with the most complex and demanding compliance requirements, including those in government, the banking, utilities and finance sectors.

These organisations need to do far more than just ‘tick the boxes’; they must be sure that their compliance systems actually deliver. With its patented intelligence, Huntsman® provides real-time monitoring, analysis and alerts, so that they can investigate and respond to incidents on the fly, rather than after the event when the damage is done. In their environments and yours, Huntsman®:

- Systematically investigates policy breaches
- Checks and validates existing systems and processes
- Ensures admissible audits and replays
- Automates and schedules end-to-end compliance
- Adapts to changing or bespoke policy requirements.

Traditional systems provide compliance reports after the fact, and disrupt the organisation while forensic investigations are carried out. Huntsman®’s patented Behavioural Anomaly technology detects breaches of policy or suspicious changes to normal behaviour, so that exceptions can be investigated and resolved in real time, without impacting normal business operation. Applying this approach, Huntsman® also detects the breaches that other systems miss, like the informed insider who knows the system, the rules and how to evade them.

Systematic investigation

When a compliance breach occurs, you need more than a report; you need to know the cause, implications for the business and, if significant, you need to respond quickly.

Unlike most compliance systems, Huntsman® is a holistic system that provides a centralised view of your whole network. By consolidating your system and user data into one place, Huntsman® can pinpoint the location of a breach instantly, anywhere in the network. Huntsman® then systematically analyses the event, checking against previous event profiles for significance and trends, assesses

the risk and prospective impact to the business and establishes root cause for remediation.

With Huntsman®, you can be sure of consistent, systematic interpretation of events over time. Huntsman® automates the arduous task of analysing data from across the organisation, noticeably simplifying your compliance management. Importantly, harmful breaches
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can easily be distinguished from harmless unusual events, and action taken in time to make a difference, because security staff are able to make the vital connections.

Process validation
After a compliance breach, you need more than just a time series report; you need to know what, how and why it happened, and how to ensure it won’t happen again.

By centralising all your network information, Huntsman® has the unique ability to analyse all the attributes of any breach and to check your organisation’s compliance with policy. By continuously verifying your compliance status, Huntsman® validates your checks and balances, identifies system failures and alerts to process improvements, all with full audit and verification capability.

Admissible replays
Depending on severity of the breach, legal action may be required, so you need to be sure that proof will be accessible and admissible.

The conventional approach collects activity records from various systems like log-ins and network, business application and database access. However, data from these systems often have incompatible formats and aren’t always available or accessible. Hence, gaining a clear, irrefutable end-to-end record of events is virtually impossible.

Huntsman® detects the breaches that other systems miss, like the informed insider who knows the system, the rules and how to evade them.

Huntsman® converts your consolidated systems data into a consistent format, which can easily be accessed and analysed. Huntsman® conducts instantaneous interrogation across all your systems data to identify a breach in the first instance, and then to generate a clear, continuous, admissible replay of all correlated events.

Adapts to change
No two organisations are the same; almost all have some unique internal compliance and reporting requirements, and all need to respond when external regulations change.

Due to their closed design, most traditional systems can’t easily accommodate on-going change. By contrast, Huntsman®’s open architecture lets you easily match bespoke requirements and adapt to changing policies or new regulations on the fly, without discarding existing systems or having to wait for vendor upgrades.

Support and value
Tier-3 has offices and customers internationally, and the capacity to support both local and global enterprises. Our technical and service teams are available to ensure that Huntsman® is quickly implemented to meet your organisation’s precise compliance requirements.

Huntsman®’s scalable, modular design provides a cost-effective platform that easily adapts to compliance and organisational change. No wonder so many organisations with demanding compliance standards choose and continue to use Huntsman®.

Contact us about how Huntsman® will ensure your organisation’s compliance, intelligently.
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